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SCHOFIELD SIMS LTD, United Kingdom, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Ideal for whole-school use, the Schofield Sims Spelling programme gives pupils extensive
practice in using their phonic knowledge to spell words, preparing them for the English grammar,
punctuation and spelling tests towards the end of Key Stage 2. The pupil books systematically
introduce and revise spelling conventions, explore word structure and the relationship between
words of shared origin, suggest strategies for remembering common exception words (or tricky
words ), teach pupils how to monitor their own spelling, and encourage them to write sentences
from memory or dictation. Based on the model teach - practise - apply - assess , Schofield Sims
Spelling is a comprehensive and high-quality programme that helps all pupils to develop and
consolidate their spelling skills, significantly improving their results in the national tests. This
Teacher s Guide provides detailed teaching notes that: suggest how best to introduce each learning
point or focus ; clarify the detail of the focus and exactly what should be taught; provide activities,
including dictations, which reinforce and help children to remember spellings. The book also
describes the process of learning to spell and shows how the...
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is writter in straightforward words and not di icult to understand. I am just pleased to let you know
that here is the best ebook i have got read through in my individual daily life and may be he best book for ever.
-- Pr of. Cha r les B oehm
These types of book is the perfect pdf available. I actually have study and that i am sure that i will planning to read through again again in the foreseeable
future. Its been designed in an exceedingly basic way which is simply soon a er i finished reading through this publication in which basically changed me,
modify the way i believe.
-- La ney Mor issette
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